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4 Gallon Plastic Outdoor Ashtray, Original
Smoker's Ceasefire®, Gray - 26800
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Short Description

Fire tested and FM Approved
ADA compliant
Large internal neck cavity minimizes clogging
Galvanized steel bucket base
Made with flame retardant polyethylene
Tie-down notches for extra security in severe weather

Description

Original Smoker's Ceasefire® Outdoor Ashtray in Pewter Gray (model 26800) has a 4 gal (15 l) capacity for
cigarette butts and is made with sturdy flame-retardant polyethylene. The ashtray is 38.5 in (978 mm) in
height and 16.5 in (419 mm) in base diameter, with a 1.5 in (38.1 mm)opening in the head to minimize non-
cigarette litter. The base also features tie down notches for extra security and stability during severe weather
conditions.

Safe and easy to use, this outdoor ashtray is perfect for outdoor spaces such as entrances, or smoking areas
in the workplace, and will keep your establishment looking clean and tidy. With an innovative self-
extinguishing design, this ashtray safely collects cigarette butts, reducing the risk of fire and removing the
opportunity for butts to litter your business.

The Original Smoker's Ceasefire Outdoor Ashtray has a large head which dissipates heat from butts and
keeps the rain out, avoiding any overflow or water damage. The long internal neck cavity minimizes clogging
so that the cigarette butts reach the galvanized steel bucket with ease.

Its internal drip lid prevents tar condensation from escaping the steel bucket and keeping the exterior clean,
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which is especially useful in environments with high humidity.

To open, simply unscrew the back knob of the ashtray to lift the lid and empty the bucket into the trash.
Optional extras include handy disposable bucket liners made of aluminum/poly (model 26827), which can be
easily twist-tied and thrown away once full.

An Anchoring Cable Kit with Padlock (model 268505) is also available for extra security with your outdoor
ashtray. Simply attach the 36 in (914 mm) wire rope around a railing or fence, then attach the cable end and
padlock to a tie-down notch at the base.

Clean grounds can help maintain a great image for your business, and the Original Smoker's Ceasefire
Outdoor Ashtray is perfect for keeping it that way.

Specifications

Model No 26800

UPC 697841053441

International Model No. 26800

Color Pewter Gray

Pallet Quantity 18

Material Specifications Polyethylene

Net Weight, lbs 8.0

Net Weight, kg 3.6

Dimensions, Exterior 38.5" H x 16.5" Outer Dia.

978mm H x 419mm Outer Dia.

Capacity 4 gallon

Liter Capacity 15

FM Approval Yes


